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An m-simplex x in an n-category A consists of the assignment of an r-cell x(u) to each
(r + l)-element subset u of {O,1, ... , m} such that the source and target (r - l)-cells of x(u)
are appropriate composites of x(v) for v a proper subset of u. As m increases, the appropriate
composites quickly become hard to write down. This paper constructs an m-category Om such
that an m-functor x: Om --+ A is precisely an m-simplex in A. This leads to a simplicial set <lA,
called the nerve of A, and provides the basis for cohomology with coefficients in A. Higher
order equivalences in A as well as free n-categories are carefully defined. Each Om is free.
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History
The nerve of a category A is the simplicial set LlA whose elements of dimension
n are abutting n-tuples of arrows in A [10]. That this process generalizes to
r-categories A, where now an element of dimension n is an n-simplex with an
m-cell in each face of dimension m, I learned in conversation with John E.
Roberts in 1979.
This informal description of A turns out to be harder to make precise than one
would expect and it is the principal purpose of the present paper to give a simple
accurate definition. The central idea (which I had a few months after the
conversation with Roberts) is to describe "the free w-category 0'", on the
«i-simplex" .
*The author is grateful to Linda Harris for her inventive and professional typing of the diagrams in
this paper.
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Roberts [8] had a precise description of the nerve of a 3-category but remarked
that no amount of staring at the low dimensional cocycle conditions would reveal
the pattern for higher dimensions. However he had worked on a program aimed
at solving this problem by characterizing nerves as simplicial sets with extra
structure (hollowness) plus exactness conditions; he called them complicial sets
but was unable to complete the program.
On hearing that Roberts was coming again to Australia, I began working
seriously on his program (April-May 1982) obtaining an alternative characteriza-
tion of complicial sets and a proof that complicial sets, whose elements of
dimension greater than 2 are all hollow, are the isomorphs of nerves of 2-
categories. In June 1982, Roberts gave me a copy of his old handwritten notes on
complicial sets in which he had the alternative characterization and many general
constructions [9].
With Jack Duskin at Macquarie University enthusiastic about the project, I
returned to study 0", and circulated a handwritten conjecture in July 1982; the
well-formedness notion of Section 2 below appeared there. The conjecture
seemed hard to verify and I worked instead on enriched categories for 18 months.
This work on enriched categories, sheaves and stacks led me to realize the
importance of describing 0",: apart from containing the higher cocycle conditions
and the coherence information for multiple compositions, it seems to be related to
the notion of space itself.
Jack Duskin returned to Australia in December 1983 and I returned to the
attempts at my conjecture. In my office I had two posters of diagrams illustrating
On for n s:5 which were made for the Macquarie University Open Day, August
1982. Jack encouraged me to draw 06 which took a weekend of working with rules
which I could not make precise. Meanwhile, he worked on extracting higher
dimensional figures from oriented simplexes.
The clue which put me on the track to a solution was that the well-formedness
of a union occurring in a composite depends not only on the well-formedness of
the separate cells at the level of that union but also on the well-formedness of all
the lower dimensional cells which are involved in the sources and targets. I then
tediously began characterizing the 2-cells, then the 3-cells, then the 4-cells, and
even the 5-cells of 0", before coming up with a general argument which here
appears in the proofs of Lemma 3A(d) and Lemma 3.9.
The algorithm which gives the cocycle conditions as equations appears here in
the proof of Corollary 3.14 (excision of extremals). I had written this algorithm
down for Jack on 25 January 1984 but I was unable to justify its working. This
depended on the present Lemma 3.13 whose proof eluded me until this month
(August 1984).
Finally, I should say that, although I had been referring to 0", as the free
oi-category on the w-simplex L1w, I did not see how to make this universal
property precise until last month. I had thought that an n-dimensional version of
the notion of computad [12] (which is appropriate for n = 2) would be much more
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difficult to describe than Ow itself. This is not the case: free w-categories can be
characterized universally in a straightforward manner (see Section 4).
Motivation
Algebraic topology develops from the facial relationships between model spaces
for each dimension. The usual choice for dimension n is the standard n-sirnplex
1£ we put [n] = {O, 1, .... , n}, then An +1 consists of the order-preserving func-
tions [n]~ I where I is the unit interval. The category A of ordered sets [n] and
order-preserving functions has some distinguished functions 0i: [n]~ [n + 1]
where the image of ai contains all elements of [n + 1] except i. These satisfy the
simplicial identities
There is a functor A~ Sp into the category of spaces which takes [n] to An; the
information on maps captures the facial relationships.
Abelian cohomology is obtained using a space X and an abelian group A. Pu~
X; = Sp(An , X), the set of maps in Sp from A" to X; the 0i induce functions
X"+1 ~ X". Let en denote the set of functions X; ~ A regarded as an abelian
group under value-wise addition. The 0i induce homomorphisms 0i: C"~ e,,+1
which again satisfy the simplicial identities and these imply that the homomor-
phisms
O=a -a +a -'''+(-1)''+la ·e"~en+l° 1 2 n+l .
satisfy the condition
aa =0.
The kernel of a: C"~ cn +1 is the abelian group Z"(X; A) of n-cocycles on X
with coefficients in A. The image of a:en- 1~ en is the abelian group B"(X; A)
of n-coboundaries on X with coefficients in A. So B"(X; A) C Z"(X; A) and
H"(X; A) = Z"(X; A) /B"(X; A) is the n-cohomology group of X with coefficients
in A.
In summary, for abelian cohomology, the geometric input is the collection of
facial relationships in simplexes, while the algebraic input is the alternating sum
operation in an abelian group.
It is a well-known fact that it is not necessary for the group A to be abelian in
order to obtain objects HO(X; A), H 1(X; A) as above. This observation has
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useful consequences (see [11] for example). For example, there are applications
with A = GL(n, k), the group of invertible n x n-matrices with entries from k.
This can be generalized even further. The l-cocycle condition in its alternating
sum form ao - a i + az =0 rewrites as ai = ao+ az. This eliminates the need for
inverses and so A needs only to be a monoid. Monoids arise as sets of
endomorphisms under composition. The restriction to endomorphisms is unneces-
sary: the natural context for l-cohomology is to take A to be a category so that
the l-cocycle condition becomes commutativity of a triangle:
The l-cohomology classes are isomorphism classes of such commutative triangles,
although the correct object of study seems to be the category of commutative
triangles itself.
Using this generalization, one can give a cohomological explanation for the
transfer of properties of global algebraic structures (such as vector spaces) to local
ones (such as vector bundles); see [13]. An example of such a category A is
Mat(k) whose objects are natural numbers and whose arrows n~ mare m X
n-matrices with entries from k, Cohomology with coefficients in Mat(k) contains
all the information of that with coefficients in GL(k), and more.
There have been attempts to generalize 2-cohomology to allow A to be a
general group. Guiding examples and applications seem hard to find. How then
does the generalization to category for Hi help for HZ? Is it not true that a group
is a special category and so, if we could do HZ for categories, could we not do HZ
for groups?
The answer is not to use categories as coefficients for HZ, The importance of
the generalization for Hi is that now we view the operation of A as composition
which is defined only between elements whose sources and targets match-up.
When one looks at those examples of abelian 2-cohomology where we have a
concrete interpretation, one sees the presence of two operations. For example, as
well as its composition, the category Mat(k) has a functorial multiplication
Mat(k) xMat(k)~Mat(k)
which takes (m, n) to m + n,
This suggests that 2-cohomology concerns two operations suitably related.
Reinforcement for this view is the fact that a group A with a functorial unital
associative operation A x A~ A is necessarily abelian and the operation is
necessarily the group operation.
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Just as the first operation does not need to be everywhere defined, neither does
the second. This leads us to the view that 2-cohomology must be generalized to
allow 'I-categories as coefficient objects. (Eventually, we will allow bicategories as
coefficient objects; however, the definition of 'bicategory' involves the 3·cocycle
condition which comes from the strict version presented here.)
Although the present paper is self-contained, a less formal introduction to
2-categories is given in [6]. A 2-category A consists of 2-cells
x
~
U La v~
y
which can be composed horizontally and vertically.
Identities for vertical composition have the form
x
~-~
u ~x v
x
and can be identified with s-cells (or arrows) x: u~ v. Identities for horizontal
composition have the form
~"~,
lu
and can be identified with O-cells (or objects) u. Horizontal composition can be
broken up into the two more basic forms
~~u~-+~ v~w, ~v
Iterated composition in a category leads to nothing more complicated than the
fact that a string ~ ~ ~ ...~ has a unique composite.
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Iterating the operations in a 2-category is called pasting. For example, a
diagram such as
y
pastes (in many different ways) to a unique 2-cell
zyx
~"~.
khgf
What then is the 2-cocycle condition in a 2-category? The alternating sum form
rewrites as
where the a, should be seen as 2-cells. This suggests that the correct condition
should be the equality of the two 2-cells obtained from pasting each side of the
equation
=
The O-dimensional form of this condition is the 2-cocycle equation
where we use *0 for horizontal composition and *1 for vertical composition. The
most appealing geometric form for the condition is in 3-dimensions where it
becomes a commutative tetrahedron, see Fig. 1, where the arrow directions
provide orientations for the 1- and 2-dimensional faces of the tetrahedron.
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It is necessary to be systematic about the choice of orientation in each
dimension (other choices can be accounted for by 2-category duality). Notice that,
for the triangular faces of the tetrahedron, we have chosen the 2-cells to go from
the single arrow to the composable pair. Thus before proceeding to the tetrahed-
ron, we have considered an oriented triangle, not just a commutative one as for
the l-cocycle condition. Similarly, before proceeding to the 4-simplex, we must
decide on an orientation of the tetrahedron itself, not just its faces. If we write
U 123' ll023 , U013' UOl 2 in the tetrahedron in place of ao' al' az' a3 (using what is
present rather than what is missing), we can view the commutative tetrahedron as
a 2-functor from the 2-category generated by the two diagrams in Fig. 2 into A
which identifies the two 2-cells obtained by pasting. The general principle for the
direction of an rn-celllabelled (xo, Xl' ... ,Xn.) is that the (rn -1)-cells involved
in the source of (xo, Xl' .•. , X m ) are the (xo, xl' ... , Xi-I> X i +l' . • • , xm ) with i
odd and those involved in the target have the same form with i even.
(03) (03)
(0) )0 (3) (0) ~ (3)
(011j ~(023)
1e"1
(0111
t(013) l"l{(O12) ~(123)
(1 ) ~ (2) (1) , (2)
(12) Fig. 2. (12)
Following Roberts [8], we claim that n-cohomology should be developed using
n-categories A as coefficient objects. For this, the geometric input is an oriented
(n + 1)-simplex while the algebraic input is the operation of pasting in an
n-category.
This leads us to require a precise description of the "free n-category On on the
oriented n-simplex L1[n]". These objects seem to be fundamental structures of
nature so I decided they should have a short descriptive name of the ilk of
'cardinal' and 'ordinal': I settled on 'oriental'. The (n -l)-cocycle condition is
expressed by an n-functor from the nth oriental 011 to an (n -I)-category A
(regarded as an n-category with last composition discrete). The following dia-
grams provide the data which generate On for n :;:: 0, 1, ... , 6 using pasting. The
3-, 4-, S-cocycle equations can be obtained from these diagrams.
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o
(01)
0---
(02)
03 (03 )
0 ~3
(03)0 ~ 3
~(023 )
1'23) ~(013)(01 ) (0123~ (01)
!(012)
(23)
~(123)
1 ~ 2(12) 1 (12) .2
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05
t(012345)
where the Ep i = 1,2, ... ,14, are given as follows:
292
E, :(~\~I
fy:\
E7 1~i4
2~3
R. Street
E, (~fj
2-3
E /~.~/
E,P\
\~2_3
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E" 1~~4
2-3
(012456)
where the Fij are given as follows:
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in which
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(23lf5} I
=
(23lf5] B
~ 13
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in which
B (0126)27 l
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in which
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B (0456)
I
F50
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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in which
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in which
R. Street
(0156) /0 618 6 (0156)
8
and where the B{ (i = 1, 2, ... ,42) are as follows (where the 2-cells (i j k) are
omitted from the triangles with vertices i, j, k since their directions are deter-
mined as in the diagram):
(ik)
i 'k
-. ~("k) -:(ij)~ :J/(jkl
J
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B 37 0----1>- 6 B SB 0~6 B 39
'1\f1v 1~~
-.: '~,?!~,/4 3
B 40 /r 8 41 ~~\ 8 42 /O~
-:~/! \ .~l~3 3
1. Higher dimensional categories
A category (A, s, t, *) consists of a set A, functions s, t: A ---? A satisfying the
equations
ss=ts=s, tt =st = t,
and a function *: {(a, b) E A X A Isea) = t(b)}---? A, whose value a *b at (a, b)
satisfies the equations
s(a*b) = s(b) , t(a*b)=t(a),
such that the following axioms hold:
s(a) = t(v) = v implies a*v=a;
u = s(u) = tea) implies u *a = a ;
sea) = t(b), s(b) = t(c) imply a * (b * c) = (a *b) * c.
(right identity)
(left identity)
(associativity)
The functions s, t, * are respectively called source, target, composition; when
they are understood the category (A, s, t, *) is denoted by A. Elements of A are
called arrows and the notation a : u ---? v is used to mean that s(a) = u and t(a) = v.
An arrow u is in the image of s if and only if it is in the image of t; such arrows u
are called identities (or objects) and satisfy s(u) = t(u) = u. A pair (a, b) of arrows
is called composable when s( a) = t(b).
Example 1.1. (a) A monoid is a category for which the source and target functions
are constant.
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(b) An ordered set U determines a category (A, s, t, *) where A = {(u, v) E
U x U Iu:5 v}, s(u, v) = (u, u), t(u, v) = (v, v), (v, w) *(u, v) = (u, w). Notice
that the set of identities in A is isomorphic to U. A category is called an ordered
ser when c i u-e u, b i u-o u implya=b.
(c) There are two cases of Example 1.1(b) which need to be distinguished. Let
U be a set X with the discrete order: u s; v when u = v; the resulting category is
denoted by X d • Let U be a set X with the chaotic order: u s:v for all u, v E X; the
resulting category is denoted by Xc'
(d) A graph G consists of a pair of functions s, t: PjG~ PoGo Elements of PoG
are called O-paths (or vertices) while elements of PIG are called s-paths (or edges).
For n > 1, an n-path is an element (a j, ... , an) of (PIGf such that s(aJ = t(a;+l)
for i = 1, ... ,n -1. This gives a graph s, t: PnG~ PoG where PnG is the set of
n-paths and seal> ... , an) = sean), t(a1> ... , an) = t(al). The free category FO on
the graph Gis (I;:=o PnG, s, t, *) where s, t are the identity on PoG and are given
as above on n-paths, and
A graph G is called a tree when FO is an ordered set.
A 2-category (A, so, to, *0' sp tI, *1) consists of two categories (A, So, to,*0)'
(A, s1> tl> *1) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) SISO = So = SOSl = sotl> to == tos l = totl ;
(ii) so(a) = toea') implies SI (a *0 a') = SI(a) *0 SI(a') and tl(a *0a') =
tl(a) *0tI(a');
(iii) sICa) = tl(b), sl(a') = tI(b'), so(a) = toea') imply (a *j b) *0 (a' *1 b') =
(a*0 a') *1 (b *0 b').
The identities for *0 are called O-cells and the identities for *1 are called s-cells.
The notation
a
u ~x
b
v
is used to mean x E A, Sl(X) = a, tI(x) = b, so(x) = u and to(x) = v.
Example 1.2.(a) A 2-category for which Sl tl are constant automatically has
So = s1> to = t., *0 = *1' A category (A, s, t, *) is called commutative when sea)=
t(b) implies t(a) = s(b) and a* b = b *a; this holds precisely when
(A, s, t, *, s, t, *) is a 2-categary. Hence a 2-category for which SI' tl are constant
amounts to a commutative monoid. (This is the essence of the argument of
Eckmann-Hilton [2] which proves that the higher homotopy groups are cam-
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mutative.) Clearly a category which is an ordered set is commutative if and only if
it is discrete.
(b) Each category X yields a 2-category X d on the same set with So, to, *0
agreeing with the original structure on X and SI' t1 , *1 the discrete structure.
(c) Each category X yields a 2-category X; on the set {(x, y) E X x xl sex)=
s(y), t(x) = t(y)}, and, identifying X with the diagonal in Xc, with so(x, y) = sex),
to(x, y) = t(x), (x, y) *0 (x', y') = (x * x', Y* y'), Sl(X, y) = x, to(x, y) = y,
(y, z) *1 (x, y) = (x, z). If X is a monoid, then the underlying set of X; is X x X
and S l' t l , *1 give the chaotic structure on X.
The first infinite ordinal is denoted by UJ; that is, w = {O, 1, 2, ... } as an
ordered set.
An e-category (A, (Sn' tn' *n)nEw) consists of categories (A, Sn' tn' *n) for each
nEw such that (A, sm' tm,*m' Sn' tn' *n) is a 2-category for all m < n. The
identities for *n are called n-cells. A cell is an element of A which is an n-cell for
some n. The notation a: u~n v is used to mean that sn(a)= u and tn(a) = v.
For r E w, an r-category is an w-category for which all elements are r-cells: this
means that the structures Sn' tn' *n are discrete for n e: r. For r =2 there is no
conflict with the previous definition of a 2-category. A l-category is a category,
and a O-category is a set.
An to-functor f: (A, (Sn' tn' *n)nEw)~ (A', (s~, t~, *~)nEw) is a function
f:A~A' such that fSn==s~f, ftn=t~f, and Sn(a) = tn(b) implies f(a*nb) ==
f(a) *~ feb), for all nEw. In an obvious way, w-functors between (small)
w-categories are the arrows for a category denoted by w-Cat. Let r-Cat denote
the sub-category of «r-Cat obtained by restricting to w-functors between r-
categories.
Example 1.3.(a) For any commutative monoid M and n E UJ, there is an n-
category K(M, n) for which s., t., *r for all r< n are the source, target, composi-
tion functions of M as a category. For n = 0 notice that M only needs to be a set
and for n =1, M does not need to be commutative.
(b) Each r-category X yields an (r + 1)-category Xc on the set {(x, y) E
X x X\Sr_l(X) = Sr-l(y), tr-l(x) == tr-l(y)} with sn(x, y) == sn(x), tn(x, y) = tn(x),
(x, y) *n (x, y') = (x *nx', Y *n y') for n < r, and sr(x, y) = x, tr(x, y) = y,
(y, z) *r(x, y) == (x, z).
(c) The categories w-Cat, r-Cat are locally finitely presentable in the sense of
Gabriel-Ulmer [4]. In particular, (small) limits and colimits exist. Thus new
w-categories can be constructed from diagrams of old ones. Furthermore the
underlying set functor preserves limits and filtered colimits; so, for example,
products are easily constructed on the products of the underlying sets.
(d) The constructions of the above (a)-(c) can be combined. Let M denote a
sequence Mo, Ml , M2 , ••• where Mo is a set, M1 is a monoid and M; is a
commutative monoid for n> 1. There is an w-category
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which, for a particular choice of the sequence M, will be used later; a more
explicit description will be given at that time.
(e) The free to-category 2w on a singletonset is the unique w-category on the set
(2 X w) U {w}::::: {(p, m) Ip ::::: 0,1; m > 0,1,2, ... } U {w}
for which sn(w)::::: (0, n) and t,,(w)::::: (1, n), see Fig. 3. The remaining equations
which fully describe 2w are
and
s,,(p, m)::::: tn(p, m) = (p, m) for m s; n;
sn(P, m)::::: (0, n), tn(p, m) ::::: (1, n) for m > n ;
sn(P, m)::::: tn(p', m') implies
(p m) * (p' m') _ {(P, m)
, n , - (p', m')
W *n (0, n)::::: ca == (1, n) *n W •
form<n,
for m' s; n;
For any «r-category A, each a E A determines a unique w-functor a: 2
w
~ A
taking w to a; indeed, 0,(0, m) == sm(a), 0,(1, m)::::: tm(a). So there is a natural
bijection
A;;::; w-Cat(2
w
, A) .
In other words, the underlying set functor It.I-Cat~Set is represented by 2
w
'
(0,1)
(1,1)
Fig. 3.
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For w-categories A, B, there is an co-functor co-category [A, B] described as
follows. An element of [A, B] is an w-functor [:2w x A~ B. The nth source and
target functions are given by
Sn(f)(p, m, a) = tn(f)(p, m, a) =rep, m, a) for m s: n ,
and
Sn(f)(p, m, a) == sn(f)(w, a) =[(0, n, a) ,
tn(f)(p, m, a) = tn(f)(w, a) == [(1, n, a) for m > n .
The nth composition is, for sn(f);::: tn(g), given by
{
rep , m, a)
(f *" g)(p, m, a) == [(p, m, a) *n g(p, m, sn(a»
(f *"g)(w, a) == few, a) *" g(w, s,,(a» .
for m,s; n ,
form>n,
The asymmetry in the definition of composition is only apparent: the commutative
diagram
~~~ ~~~ (»g(O, n, s,,(a» ) gel, n, s,,(a» == [(0, n, sn(a» ) f(l, n, s" a
,(0",0'1~ ,()"o,l'f(O",O, ~! f(),',o'
g(O, n, t,,(a» ) gel, n, t,,(a»;::: [(0, n, t,,(a» few t (a))) [(1, n, t,,(a»
~~~ 'n
yields the equality
few, a) *" g(w, s,,(a» = few, t,,(a» *" g(w, a)
from which also follows (by taking Sm' tm ) the same equality with w replaced by
(p, m) for m> n.
Theorem 1.4. The category w-Cat is Cartesian closed. Indeed, the natural bijection
w-Cat(A x B, C) -= w-Cat(A, [B, C])
takes [: A x B~ C to 1:A~ [B, C] where
axl fj(a)==(2
w
xB~A x B-..,. C).
Furthermore, if C is an r-category, then so is [B, C]. 0
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As a consequence of Theorem 1.4 it is possible to consider categories d with
horns enriched in w-Cat (in the sense of Eilenberg-Kelly [3]). Such an d consists
of
- a set of objects;
-for objects u, v, an w-category d(u, v);
-for objects u, u, W, a composition zo-functor *: d(v, w) X d(u, v)~ .sa(u, w);
and
- identity O-cells I" E d(u, u);
such that * is associative and the 1,,'s are two-sided identities for *.
Each such d gives rise to an w-category A defined as follows:
A = {(u, a, v) Iu, v are objects of d, a E d(u, vn ,
so(u, a, v) = u , to(u, a, v) = v ,
(v, b, w) *0(u, a, v) = (u, b * a, v) ,
sn(u, a, v) = Sn_l(a) , tn(u, a, v) = tn-lea) ,
(v, b, w)*n (u, a, v) = (u, b *n-l a, v) .
Let (w-Cat)-Cat denote the category whose arrows are enriched functors
between small (w-Cat)-enriched categories. Each enriched functor F: d~ f1J
clearly induces an w-functor between the w-categories obtained as above from d,
f1J. This defines a functor
(w-Cat)-Cat~ w-Cat .
Theorem 1.5. The functor defined above is an equivalence
(w-Cat)-Cat = w-Cat
which, for each cardinal r, restricts to an equivalence
(r-Cat)-Cat = (r + i)-Cat. 0
For G-cells u, v in an w-category A, Theorem 1.5 suggests the notation A(u, v)
for the w-category whose underlying set is
{a E Also(a) = u, toea) = v}
and whose compositions are the restrictions to this set of the compositions *1'
* 2' ... of A (notice that *0 is omitted).
In a set it is possible to discuss equal elements; in a category one has isomorphic
objects; in a 2-category O-cells can be equivalent. This leads to the recursive
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definition of what it means for O-cells a, b in an w-category A to be r-equivalent.
For r == 0, this means a == b. For r > 0, this means there exist elements x, y of A
satisfying the conditions
y *0 x, a are (r -I)-equivalent in A(a, a),
and
x *0 Y, bare (r - I)-equivalent in A(b, b).
From this the notion of r-equivalence is obtained. For this purpose it is
illustrative to consider the diagram below, called the exponential wedge,
o
101
212021.2
323132303231323
43424341.43424340434243414342434
is which each row is obtained from the preceding row by wedging the next unused
integer between the consecutive entries and putting it on each end. The ith entry
in the rth row is rei) = r - e, - 1 where i = 2e1k where k is odd.
Suppose u, v are O-cells in A. An r-equivalence (x, y) from u to v is a pair of
families of elements Xi' Yi of A, indexed by i == 1, 2, 3, ... ,2 r -1, satisfying the
following equations:
u = Y1 *r(l) X ,
For example a 3-equivalence from u to v involves arrows
X4
u~v in(A,*o) ,
Y4
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satisfying the eight equations
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Xz *1 Yz =Y3*z X3' X3*zY3 =Y4*0X4 ,
X4*OY4=Y5*ZXS ' XS*ZY5=Y6*lX6,
Suppose (x, y) is an r-equivalence from u to v and (h, k) is an r-equivalence
from v to w. An r-equivalence (h, k) * (x, y) from u to w will be defined by
recursion on r. For r = 0, the families x, Y, h, k are empty and u = v = w, so
(h, k) * (x, y) is the unique O-equivalence from u to w. For r > 0, put P = 2,-1 and
define (a, b) = (h, k) *(x, y) as follows:
(ai' bi)O<i<p = (Yp *0hi *0xp' Yp *0 k, * 0Xp)O<i<p *(Xi' Yi)O<i<p ,
(ai' bJp<i<ZI == (hi' ki)p<i<ZI * (h p *0 Xi*0 kp, hp *0 Yi *0 kp)P<i<Z' .
For any w-category A, there is an co-category r-eq A of r-equivalences in A
defined as follows. The elements are quadruples (u, X, Y, v) where u, v are O-cells
in A and (x, y) is an r-equivalence from u to v. Put so(u, x, Y, v) = u,
to(u, x, Y, v) = v, and (v, h, k, w) *0(u, x, Y, v) = (u, (h, k) * (x, y), w). For
n > 0, put sn(u, x, Y, v) = (u, sn(x), sn(Y), v), tn(u, x, Y, v) == (u, tn(x), tn(y), v)
and (u, x', y', v) *n(u, x, y, v) = (u, x' *nx, y' *nY, v) where sn(x); = sn(x;),
(x' *n x), = x; *nxi> and so on.
The function r-eq A- A which takes (u, x, Y, v) to X2'-1 is an w-functor. An
r-groupoid is an r-category A for which this function is surjective.
2. Orientals: the definition
As usual in algebraic topology, the ordinal n +1 (which means {O, 1, ... , n} as
an ordered set) is denoted by [n]. Since ordered sets are examples of categories,
there is a full subcategory L1 of Cat whose arrows are order-preserving functions
between the ordered sets [n] where nEw. For each n there are n + 1 manics
such that the image of Ji does not contain i, and there are n epics
UO::S; u1:s· .. :s un-I: [n]- [n -1]
such that Ji 1a,1 Ji+ 1 •
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A simplicial set is a functor X: Ll op -,l> Set. Each arrow a : [m] -,l> [n] in Ll gives a
function X; --+ X m whose value at x E X; is denoted by xa. Elements of X; are
called elements of X of dimension n. The ith face of x E X; is xai which is called an
even or odd face of x according as i is even or odd. (It is sometimes convenient to
write [-1] for the empty set and to take X -1 to be a singleton set, so that the
unique function Xo-,l> X -1 can be regarded as the value of X at the unique
function ao:[-1] --+ [0].) Call x E X; degenerate when x == YUi for some y E X n - 1 •
Each category A determines a simplicial set Cat(-, A) : Ll op --+Set called the
nerve of A and denoted by LlA. An element of LlA of dimension n is a functor
a: [n]~ A; for a: [m]-,l> [n], the element aa is the composite of a, a as functors.
Such an a is non-degenerate if and only if it reflects identities; in the case where A
is an ordered set this means a is monic.
The standard r-simplex is the nerve L1[r] of the ordered set [r]. The standard
to-simplex is the nerve Llw of the ordered set w.
A simplicial map f : X -,l> Y between simplicialsets X, Y is a natural transforma-
tion between the functors X, Y: Ll op~ Set. Simplicial maps are the arrows for a
category [Ll oP, Set].
The cardinality of a set z is denoted by #z. For x, y C Z, put x - Y ==
{iExli¢'y}, and write u==x+y when u=xUy and o=xny. The set of all
finite subsets of z is denoted by I/Pfz and the set of subsets of z of cardinality n is
denoted by (~). There are obvious isomorphisms of sets
f1)l fz;;;' L (z),
nEw n
( x + y ) ~ 2: (x)x(Y)
11 h+k=n h k l '
The set ill of finite ordinals is well ordered; each subset u = {uo, u1 , ••• , un} of
w can be organized so that Uo< u1 < ... < a; yielding an order-preserving monic
u : [n] -? ill whose value at i is the element u, of u with i predecessors; and write
u=(UO,u1, ... ,un). In this way the set (n~l) is identified with the non-
degenerate elements of L1w of dimension n. For u, v E (n~l)' write u -s v when
ui -s Vi for all i E [n].
For r C ill and x E ill, put xlr = {k E x Ik ==; r}. In the case where rEx, the set
x - {r} is identified with the monic xai where #xlr = i + 1; that is xai =
(xo, Xl' ••• ,xi-l> Xj+l> ••• , xm - 1 , xm ) where x:=(xo, x p ..• , xm ) and r = Xi'
A subset S of (m":-1) is called well formed when distinct elements of S have no
common faces of the same parity; that is,
(WF)
For m = 0 this is taken to mean that S is a singleton.
The set of faces from S C ( n ~ 1) of parity p (== 0 or 1) is defined by
(j>PS = {xai IxES, i +P even} .
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If S is well formed, each element of </> 1S is an odd face of a unique element of S;
however, odd faces can be even faces. Define
So pIS is the set of odd faces from S which do not occur as even faces.
The objective is to define the nerve of an Ul-category; this should be a functor
Ul-Cat~ [LiOP, Set]
with a left adjoint. By a general categorical argument due to Kan [5], this
amounts to defining a functor
0: Li~ eo-Cat
which will be the composite of the left adjoint with the Yoneda-embedding
Li~ [L1 oP, Set]. The nth oriental will be the n-category 0" obtained as the value of
() at [n] E Li. The technique will be to define a large Ul-category Jrw for which
compositions are easily described, to cut down to a sub-co-category Ow of Jrw' and
to obtain 0" as a sub-n-category of Ow'
The Ul-category Jr", is Jr(M) (as in Example 1.3(d)) where M" is the commuta-
tive monoid 9Ilf ( " ~ 1) whose composition is binary union. More explicitly, the
elements of N' are families
where a~ is a finite subset of (" ~ 1 ). Sources and targets are given by the
equations
{ a~ form<n,s,,(a)~= a; form=n,o for m > n; { a~ form<n,t,,(a)~ = a~ for m = n,o for m> n.
For s,,(a) = t,,(b), the composite a *" b is given by the rule
{ a~ = b~ form<n,b q b; for q =1 and m = n ,(a *" )m = a~ for q == 0 and m = n ,a~ U b~ for m > n .
Notice that an n-cell a is determined by s"_l(a), t,,-l(a) and a single finite subset
a~ = a~ of ("~l)' see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4.
b~_1 = a~.1
Define Ow to be the subset of ./Vol which consists of the cells a of Jfwsatisfying the
following conditions for all p, q E [lJ, mEw:
a~ is well formed; (1)
(2)
It is clear that the source and target functions of ./VOl restrict to Ow' What is not
at all obvious is that Ow is closed under the compositions of ./VOl and is hence an
w-category. The proof of this will be an excursion into combinatorics which will
reveal the inner structure of Ow' Before embarking, some remarks on the
2-category structure of Ow are in order.
To say a E ./Vol is a O-cell is to say a~ = a~ C ( ~ ) and a~ :; 0 for m > 0; to say a is
also in Ow is to say a~ is a singleton. So the O-cells in Ow can be identified with
elements of w; they are in fact singleton sets of singleton sets of ordinals.
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(On)
(0) ~S (n)
(01)(12) ... (n - 1, n)
Fig. 5.
To say a E .1(" is a l-cell is to say a~ ::::: a~ C (~) and a~ = 0 for m > 1; to say a is
also in Ow is to say a~ = {(h)}, a~::: {(k)} , a~ = {(h, h1) , (h p hz) , . . , , (hr , k)}
where h < b, < hz" , < h, < k in w. So the 'l-cells in Ow can be identified with
arrows in the free category on the graph
s, t: ( ~ ) ---,) w where s(u) ::::: uo, t(u) = u1 •
The 2-cells a of Jrw which are in 0", and have a~ = {(O)}, a~ = {(n)} , a~ =
{CO, n)}, a~ = {CO, 1), (1,2),. , . , (n -1, n)} can be identified with meaningful
ways of inserting pairs of brackets in a word of n letters, see Fig. 5.
The set S = a~ = a~ which remains to be given must be well formed and satisfy
paS= {CO 1), (12), ... ,(n -1, n)} ,
Such a set S can be depicted by a diagram of the form
--------_1 n
-,
n-1
\
-
in which each element (i j k) of S appears as a triangle
----~ k
\/
j
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The arrows joining the outside consecutive ordinals are then labelled by the
letters in the word. For example, take n=6 and S={(016), (124), (146),
(45 6)}. The diagram for S gives the associated way of bracketing the word
ABCDEF, see Fig. 6.
The number of meaningful bracketings of an n-Ietter word is (1/n!)2n - 1(2n-
3)(2n - 5) .. ·3· 1 and, according to A. Joyal, has the name of Catalan associated
with it. Starting with n = 2, one obtains the sequence
1,2,5,14,42, 132,429,1430, ....
The elements of On are those a E 0", for which a~ C (~:11) for all p E [1] and
mEw (although it suffices to have this for m=0 as will become clear).
3. Orientals: their structure
Each finite subset z of w determines an element <z) of N(JJ given by
<z)~={xE(m:JlrEZ-X =? #x/rhasparityp}
for p =0,1 and mEw. In particular, for z= (zo, Zll .•. ,ZII)' this means
<Z ) ~ = 0 for m > n , <Z ) ~ ;;::: {z} for P =0 and p ;;::: 1 ,
<Z)~_l;;::: {za i Ii +P is even}, {Z}~ ={{zan,
(((AB) ((CD)E)F)
o • 6bill<Oi~ \\
1 5
\ (CD) ;,
'~/4
3
Fig. 6.
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Proposition 3.1. Each (z) is in Ow' In fact, (z) ~ is well formed and p q (z )~ =
(Z)~-l for m s: n.
Proof. Suppose x,YE(z)~ are distinct, xa;=yaj and i « j. Then xIEz-y,
Yj E z - X, #y/xi = i, #x/yj = j + 1. So i, j + 1 have parity p. So i + j is odd. This
proves that <z )~ is well formed.
Notice that w + {i} E (z)~ if and only if for k E z - w, the parity of #w/k is p
for k < i and not p for k> i.
Suppose p is not q. Take w E p q ( z)~. If {k E z - w Ik < i} is non-empty, then
its largest element j has w + {j} E (z)~ and #w/j of parity p contrary to
wfi(V(z)~" So {kEz- wJk<i} is empty and wE (Z)~-l' Conversely, if
wE (z ) ~-1' then the first element i of z - w is unique such that w + {i} E <z ) ~;
moreover, the parity of #w/i is p; so wE o" (z)~.
Suppose p is q. Take wE pq(z)~. If {k E z - wi k> i} is non-empty, then its
smallest element j has w + {j} E (z )~ and # w/j of parity not p contrary to
wEpq(z)~. So {kEz-wlk>i} is empty and wE<Z)~_l' Conversely, if
w E (z) ~ -1' then the last element i of z - w is unique such that w + {i} E (z) ~ ;
moreover, # w/i has parity q; so w E Pq (z ) ;:. . D
Consequently the set Ow is not trivial. The elements (z) are in fact the building
blocks for O'w: it will turn out that Ow is the smallest sub-co-category of Xw which
contains all the elements (z ). At this stage it is not even clear that, for z E ( n~ 1),
the (n -I)-cell sn-l (z) is a composite of cells (u) with #u:5 n.
Suppose S is a subset of (m~ 1 ). Let <l denote the smallest reflexive transitive
relation on S which has x <y if xal = yBj with i even and j odd. For m = 0, this is
understood to be the equality relation. For m = I, if x <1 y in S, then x s; y in ( 1: )
(that is, Xo:5Yo and Xl :5 Yl)' For m > I the relation <1 is more involved.
Lemma 3.2. (a) The relation <l on any S C ( m~ 1) is antisymmetric.
(b) x <l y in (z) ~ if and only if z - X :5 Z - y.
(c) x<ly in (z)~ if and only ifz-y:5Z-x.
Proof. (a) If x <1 y <l z in S, then the last element Ym of Y is between (or equal to)
the last elements xm, zm of x, z. If xm= Ym' then x <l y in S implies xBm<1 yam in
{uamIu E S}. By induction on m, x <l y <l x implies x == y.
(b) Suppose x, y E {z}~ with u == xa l == yaj where i is even and j is odd. If
k E z - u, then #u/k is odd when either k < Xi or k > yj' and, #u/k is even when
either k > Xi or k> Yj' Thus Yj < Xi and z - u has no elements between Yj and Xi'
Hence z - x = (z - u) + {Yj}:5 (z - u) + {Xl} = Z - y.
Conversely, assume z - x :5 Z - y. To prove x <l y induction on r ==
~kEZ-Y (#(z - x)/k - #(z - y)/k) will be used. If r =0, then z - x = z - y so
x == y. If r> 0, the first element of z - Y such that any larger k has #(z - y) /k ==
#(z - x) /k must be an element Xl of X. Put u = xBi and let hE z - x be such that
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#(z-x)lh;:.#(z-y)lx j • Then w=U+{h}E(Z)~,x<lw and, by induction,
w <l y. So x <l y.
(c) This is similar to (b). 0
The next combinatorial tool which must be introduced is the function
given by alex) = {xII m - i odd}. Notice that for u E (m ~2) and m - j even, one
has
al(uo) = al(uaj +1) •
A subset S of ( m ~ 1 ) is said to satisfy the alternating position conditionwhen the
restriction of al to S is monic; that is
(AP) x, yES, alex) = al(y) =? x=: y .
Lemma 3.3. Each (z):;' satisfies (AP).
Proof. Take distinct x, y E (z):;' and assume al(x) = aley). Then there exists j
with xj~ Yj; say xj < Yj' Then #ylxj =j, #xIYI =: j + 1. But xj E z - Y, YjE z - x
imply #ylxj and #xlYj have the same parity p, a contradiction. 0
The interplay between well formedness and the alternating position condition is
made clear by the next two lemmas which concern the process of replacing faces
of one parity by faces of the other.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose S C (m~ d, satisfies (AP) and u E (m~2) has (u) ~ C S.
Then
(a) S n (u)~ is empty;
(b) T=(S- (u)~)+ (u)~ satisfies (AP);
(c) pPT= pPS for p =: 0,1; and
(d) if Sis well formed and pPS C (z):;'_dor m - p odd, then Tis wellformed.
Proof. (a) For m even, al: ( u) ~, ~ Ph and al: ( u) ~ ~ ~z have the same image.
For m odd, the image of the former contains precisely one more element (namely,
al(uao)) than the image of the latter. So Y E <u) ~ implies there exists x E <u)~
with al(y) = al(x); but then xES, so Y¢ S by (AP). So (a) follows.
(b) For m even, T has the same cardinality as Sand al: T~ ~z, al: S~ ~z
have the same image. For m odd, T has cardinality one less than S and the image
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of al: T - gpz has one fewer element than the image of al: S - gpz. So T and the
image of al: T- gpz have the same cardinality. So T satisfies (AP).
(c) Assume wE pPT- pPS. Either w is a p-parity face of S - (u)~ or of (u)~.
In the former case w must also be a face of S of parity q ~ p (or else wE pPS);
since w is not a q-parity face of T, it must be a q-parity face of (u) ~. If w is a
p-parity face of (u) ~, then the well-formedness of S is contradicted since w is a
p-parity face of S - (u) ~. So wE Pq(u) ~ = p q(u) ~ C <fJ qT contrary to wE prr.
Thus w must be a p-parity face of (u) ~. If w is a q-parity face of (u) ~, then w is
a q-parity face of T, contrary to w E pPT. So w is not a q-parity face of (u) ~. So
wE p" (u)~ = p" (u)~. So w is a p-parity face of S. If w is a q-parity face of S
then, since w E p PT, it would have to be a q-parity face of (u) ~ contrary to
wE o" (u)~. So wE pPS, a contradiction. This proves pPT C pPS. Since S=
(T - (u) ~) + (u) ~, one obtains the reverse inclusion by interchanging (u) ~ and
(u) ~ in the above argument.
(d) This part does not have such a direct proof. Suppose a E S, m - k is even,
and p is not the parity of m. It will be required to know that, if v E <fJPS satisfies
the condition (*) below, then v = aak •
For all e E [m] with m - e even, if e < k, then ve - 1 == ae - 1 <
veS a., while if e> k, then ve- 2 = ae- 1 < ve- 1 S ae.
What must be shown is that the set
is empty. Since S is finite, X non-empty implies there is an x E X which can be
taken to be minimal or maximal with respect to the order <l on S; take the
former for m even and the latter for m odd. So there is m - i odd with v = xai
satisfying (*) and v %aak. Since ak E z - v and #v/ak = k is not of parity p, one
has v;it (Z)~'-l' So v %pPS. So v =yaj for some yES with m - j even. For m
even, y <l x; while for m odd, x <l y. To obtain a contradiction to the choice of x it
remains to show y E X. If j = k, then v =yak so (*) gives al(y) = al(a); so (AP)
givesy = a; so v = ai)k' a contradiction. For j < k, put w = yaj + 1• Then V e = wefor
e '# j while wj =Yj < Yj+l = Vj' from which it follows that w satisfies (*); so y EX.
For j > k, put w = yiJj _ 1 • Then ve = we for e ~ j -1 while vj - 1 = Yj < Yj+l = Wj-I>
from which it follows that w satisfies (*); so y EX.
The proof of (d) can now be given. To see that T is well formed, take x, yET
with xs, == yiJj , i + j even. Since Sand (u) ~ are well formed, it remains to
consider the case where xES - (u) ~ and y = ud, with r odd and to obtain a
contradiction. In this case,
If j < rand j is even, then i + r - 1 is even so, since S is well formed,. x == uaj
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contrary to x fi (u)~. If r:S; j and j is odd, then i + r is even so, since S is well
formed, x == UOj+1 contrary to x fit (u) ~. The remaining cases have xai == uasah
where h < sand h, s are odd. If m and i are even, then #(xa/uk) == h which is
odd, so xai fit (z )~-l> so xadz pOs, so xai = x'B; for some x' E Sand i' odd. If m
and i are odd, then #(xa/us) == s - 1 which is even, so xai fit (z) ~-l> so xs, fitp1S,
so xai == x's; for some x' E Sand i' even. Consequently, it can be assumed that
m - i is odd. For m even, put a == uah _ 1and k == s - 1. For m odd, put a == uas+1
and k = h. Then v == xai E (VS satisfies condition (*) above. So uasah == xai == v ==
aak == uas'ah , where h' < s' and S' - h' is odd; a contradiction. 0
Lemma 3.5. Suppose SO C ( m~ 1) satisfies (AP) and u', u2, ... , urE (m~ 2) are
such that (Ui)~ C Si-1 where Si = (Si-l - (Ui)~) + (Ui)~ for i == 1, ... , r, Then
{u\ u2, ••• , ur} C (m~2) is well formed.
Proof. Induction will be used to prove S' n (u 1 ) ~ == 0 for r > O. The case r == 1 is
Lemma 3.4(a). Suppose r> 1 and wE S' n (U1)~. Then wE S' == (Sr-1_
(u')~)+ (Ur)~,; so wE (ur)~ since wfitsr-1 by the inductive assumption. So
wE(u1)~n(Ur)~" This implies u1<lur in (m~2)' Since al(w)EaISrCaIS1,
w E (U1)~, and S1 satisfies (AP), there exists v E (U1)~ with al(v) == al(w). Since
al(ur)~::Jal(ur)~3al(w), there exists w'E(ur)~n with al(w')==al(w). So
{s l l es s, u1<lu',3aE(u')~ with al(a)==al(w)} contains r and so has a least
element s::51 with u1<l u' and a E (U')~l having al(a) == al(w). If a E (ut)~ for
some t < s, then u' <l u' and there is bE (u') ~ with al(b) == al(a); so al(b) == al(w)
and u1<lut contrary to the choice of S1. SO afit(u')~ for all t « s. But aE
(u')~ C S,-1 C S1 + (u2)~n +... + (U'-1)~; so a E S1 == (So - (U1)~) + (U1)~.
By (AP) for S\ one obtains a==v. So aE(uS)~n(u1)~. So u'<lu1. So
(Lemma 3.2(a» u'==uI. So aE(u1)~n(u1)~, a contradiction. Hence Srn
( U 1) ~ is empty, as asserted.
Induction will be used to prove S1n (u r ) ~ == 0 for r > 1. For r = 2, Lemma
3.4(a) applies. Suppose r>2 and wES1n (ur)~. Then WES 1=(S2-
(U2)~)+ (U2)~. By induction, wfit S2. So WE(Ur)~n (u2)~c(ur)~nSr=0
by the first result; a contradiction.
The above results together with (u r ) ~ C s; (U 1) ~ C S1 yield (u 1 ) ~ n
(ur)~ =0 for p =0,1. The lemma follows. 0
Lemma 3.6. Suppose U C (m~2 )is well formed with pOU C SO c (m~1)' Then the
1 1 U b u d 1 2 'h h (i)O C Si-1 s' (Si-1e ements 0 can e tste u , u, . . . , u sue t at u m , = -
(Ui)~) + (ui)~for i == 1, ... , r, S' = (So - pOU) + p1U, and, ui <l uj in U implies
j::5 i.
Proof. This will be proved by induction on # U. If U is empty, then SO ==
(So - pOU) + p1U. Otherwise, choose u E V which is minimal with respect to the
order <l on U. Put V = U - {u} and observe that, because U is well formed and
u is minimal, one has pOU=poV+(u)~, p1U==(p1V-(U)~)+(u)~. Since
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v C U is well formed and pOV= pOU - (u)~ C So, the inductive assumption
yields a listing u\ u2, ••• , ur- I of the elements of V such that (u i ) ~ c s':;
Si = (SI-1 - (Ui)~) + (ui)~n for i = 1, ... , r -1, Sr-I = (So - pOV)+ plV, and
ui.:qu j in V implies j:5i. But (u)~CpIVcsr-\ so put u'=u and Sr==
(sr-I - (ur)~) + (ur)~. Since ur is minimal, i < r implies ui j4ur. Also observe
that
S' = is:' - (u) ~,) + (u) ~
=«(So - pOV) + plV) - (u)~) + (U)~,
= (So - (poV + (u)~)) + (p1V_ (u)~) + (u)~
=(So_pOU)+p1U. D
Lemma 3.7. IfSeT c (m~ I ) with T well formed and p PS = PP T for p = 0 and 1,
then S::::: T.
Proof. Suppose T - S is non-empty and let x be an element which is maximal
with respect to <l. If xBoE pOT= paS, then there exists yES with xOo an even
face of y; since T is well formed, x = y which is contrary to xfi{ S. Hence
xBo fiE pOT. So xOo == UQi for some u E T and i odd. So x <l u, x ¥- u. By maximality
of x, it follows that u E S. Since T is well formed and x %S, it follows that
UQi E piS = PIT contrary to UBi = xBo' 0
For ZE r!JlfUJ, subsets C~z or r!Jl( m ~ 1) are recursively defined as follows:
C~Z = {(Z)~},
C~Z = {(S - (u)~) + (U)~ Iu E (m: 2)' (U)~, C S E C~lZ} .
That this makes sense follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4(a), (b). Further-
more, define
and
DmZ = {S C (m: JIS is well formed and pPS = (Z)1:,-l
for p =0, I} .
The relationship between Ow and DmZ is clearly as follows:
an m-cell a of }(w with af == <z) f for k < m and p = 0, 1 is
in Ow if and only if a~n = a~ E DmZ.
The goal is to prove DmZ = Cmz and so obtain a more constructive description of
elements of Ow'
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Proposition 3.8. (a) Each element Cmz satisfies (AP).
(b) c,» C o;«
(c) Cmz = {«(z)~ - pOU) + p1vI V C (m:;'2) well formed, poV C (z>~,}.
(d) (z)~ECmz,
(e) If U, V c (tl/:;'2) are well formed with poV c S E Cmz and poV C (5 -
poV) + pI V, then V, V are disjoint, U + V is well formed, and u E U, v E V imply
vj!tu in V+V.
Proof. (a) Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4(b).
(b) Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.4(c) , (d).
(c) Cmz is a subset of the right-hand side by Lemma 3.5. The reverse inclusion
is obtained from Lemma 3.6.
(d) Recalling Proposition 3.1, take V= (Z)~+l (or (Z)~+l) in (c).
(e) Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. 0
Lemma 3.9. If S E DmZ and p ¥- q, then there exists a well formed V C (m:;' 2)
such that pPU C (z)1:, and 5 =«z)~ - pPU) + pQV.
Proof. It will be shown to begin with that the lemma follows from the truth of the
following statement for given z, m:
(*) if SEDmz andp¥-q, then either SC(z)~ or (u)~CS
for some u E Cn, :;. 2 ).
Note that, by Lemma 3.7, the inclusion 8 C (z);" in (*) implies the equality
S=(z);".
Assume (*) is true. To prove the lemma take 8 E DmZ. By iterated application
of (*) with p =°one obtains u\ ... ,urE (m:;'2) such that (: .. (8 - (Ul)~) +
... ) + (ur)~ = (z )~, (recall Lemma 3.4(c». So S = (- .. «z>~ - (ur)~) + ...) +
(Ul)~ E Cmz. So V= {u\ ... , ur } is well formed by Lemma 3.5 and 5 satisfies
(AP) by Proposition 3.8(a). Iteration of (*) with p =1 produces vi, ... , v$ E
(m:;'2) such that ("·(S-(v~)o)+"·)+(VS)~=(z)~. Hence s=
C'" «Z)~, - (US)~) + ...) + (Vl)~ and (z)~ = ( C«'" «(z)~n - (Ur)~,) +
...) + (Ul)~) - (Vl)~) + ...) + (VS)~. Put V= {vI, , US}. By Lemma 3.5,
U + V (and hence V) is well formed. This gives Lemma 3.9 by taking V C ( m :;. 2 )
when p =0 and V C ( m:;' 2) when p = 1.
It remains to prove (*) by induction on # z = n +1. For n = m one has
DmZ = {{z}} and (z)~ = (z)~, = {z}, so (*) is trivially true. Inductively assume
(*) (and hence, by the above, the lemma) for zan in place of z. Take 8 E DmZ. Put
M = {x E S/ ZIl%X}, N= {x E 81z" EX}, Nam = {xJ m Ix EN}; these are all well
formed and S = M + N.
The next thing to observe is that p"'(Nam ) = (zall ) :-2 for 1T = 0,1. To see this
for 1T=0 (the other case is similar) take v EpO(Nam ) = epo(NJm ) - epl(Nam ) .
Then u =xJmaj where i is even, i < m and x E N; so v = xJjam_ 1 • If xJdl pUS,
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then xa; = ya}, j odd, yES; but z" E xs, implies yEN and j < m; so v =
yajam_ l == yam a} contrary to v}it ljJl(Nam). So xs, E pos = (Z)~_l which implies
v E (zan )~-2 since v == xa; - {z,,}. Conversely, if v E (za,,) ~-2' then v + {z,,} E
(Z)~_l = poS; so v +{zJ = xa; for some even i and v + {z,,}}it ljJ1S; so x E N,
v=:xama; E ljJ\Nam) - ljJ I (Nan.) = pO(Nam).
Let p be the parity of m and let q be the parity of m + 1. The following
equations hold
as will now be proved; these proofs are lengthy but routine.
Take vEpPM. Then v==xa;}itljJqM where xEM and i has parity p. If
v E Nam , then i = m and x E N (by (WF)) contrary to x E M. So v ¢ Nam. If
v E ljJqs, then v = yaj with j of parity q; but v ¢ ljJqM, so YEN; but j ~ m, so
z"Eyaj=vCx contrary to xEM. So v¢ljJqS. So vEpPS==(Z)~_I' But
.kEza,,-v implies kEz-v, so #v/k has parity p. So vE (zaJ~_l-Nam'
Take v E (za" )~-1 - Nam. If k E z - v, then either k E za" - v, so that #v/k
has parity p, or, k == Zn' so that #v/k = m which has parity p. So v E (Z)~-l ==
pPS and z,,§Zv. So v=xai with m-i even, XES, v§ZljJqS::JljJqM. If znEx,
then i = m and v E Nam, a contradiction. So z" §Z X; so x E M and v E pPM as
required. This proves the first equation.
Take v E pqM. Then v =xa" m - i odd, x E M, v}t ljJPM. Since #v/zn= m
has parity p, one has v}t(Z)~_l=pqS. So VEepPS; so v==yaJ, m-j even,
yEN; so j =m and v E Nam. If v E (za,,) ~-l' then #v/x i = i has parity p
contrary to m - i odd. So vENa", - (Za,,)m_l'
Take v E ns; - (Zan)~-l' Then v = xam, x E N. By (WF) for S, v}it ljJPM. If
vEpPS, then vE(z)~_1> so vE(zam)~_1> a contradiction. So v}tpPS. So
v E epqS. So v = yaj, m - j odd. So y EM. So v E epqM. So v E pqM. This proves
the second equation.
As a consequence of these two equations,
Nam= Namn (Zan)~-l + (No", - (Za")~_l)
== «(zan)~_l - «(zan )~-l - Nam)) + (Nam- (zaJ~-l)
=: «(zaJ~_l - pPM) + pqM .
Now it is possible to prove (*) for S with p the parity of m.
If M is empty, then Nam= (Za")~_l' so S =: Nc (z)~.
If M is non-empty, then let x be a minimal, maximal element with respect to <l
for p=O,l, respectively. Then (x)~_lcpqM=Nam-(za")~_l'Put u=x+
{zn}' Then uam+ 1 =x E M C S, while for i::5 m, m - i odd, ua; = xai+ {Z,,} E
Nc S. So (u)~ C S.
It remains to prove (*) for S with p, q interchanged (where p is still the parity
of m).
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For this, note that NamE Dm-1(zan)' So, by the inductive hypothesis, there
exists L C (:~'I) disjoint from M with L + M well formed, pqL C (zan) ~-l and
NBm == (zan)~_1 - pqL) + pPL (the lemma and Proposition 3.8(e».
Suppose L is non-empty. Let x be maximal, minimal with respect to <l in L for
p == 0,1, respectively. Then (X)~_l C pPL C Nam • Put U== x + {zn} (so um+1 ==
z,.). Then (u)~CNCS. This gives (*) as required.
Suppose L is empty. Then pPM::::: (zan)~_1 (==Nam) and pPM;:; (Zan)~-l' So
ME Dm(zan). By induction, either MC(zan)~ or (u)~CM for some uE
(:~2)' In the former case, S C (z)~ since S == N + M and NBm ;:; (Zan>~'_I' In
the latter case, (u) ~ eM C S. This again gives (*). 0
Corollary 3.10. Cmz == DmZ. 0
An ordered pair of subsets S, T of ( m ~ I) is said to have oriented union when
S n T == 0, S + T is well formed, and xES, yET imply x tJ yin S + T. (The pair
V, U of Proposition 3.8(e) is such.) An ordered triple of subsets R, S, T has
oriented union when the pairs R, S U T and R US, T do.
Corollary 3.11 (Swelling up). Suppose a E Ow and put z == {k E wi i :5 k s, j where
a~=={(i)}, a~=={(j)}. Then there exist u~C(m~d for p==0,1 and m=1,2,
3, ... such that the following conditions hold:
(0) uf =0;
(i) the triple u~, a~, u~ has oriented union;
(ii) pPU~+IC(Z)~ and, for q v p, uO+a~+u~=(z)~-pPU~+l)+
pqu~+1'
Proof. Define uf ::::: 0 and suppose u~ have been constructed for all m -s k such
that (i), (ii) hold for m < k. It is required to construct uf+1 and verify the
conditions for m == k. The basis for this is the calculation
((((( ( ) 0 0 0) 1 0) 0 P) 1 P) 0 1) 1 1Z k-I - P Uk + P Uk - P ak + p ak - p Uk + P Uk
_ (((( 0 + 0 I) 0 P) + 1 P) 0 I) 1 1
- Uk_1 ak_1+ Uk- I - P ak P ak - P Uk + P Uk
_ ((( 0 + ° nIl) 1 P) 0 1) 1 1
- Uk- 1 ak_1 ak- I +Uk- 1 + P ak - P Uk + P Uk
_ (( 0 1 I) 0 1) 1 1
- Uk_1+ ak_1+ Uk_1 - P Uk + P Uk
=(Z)k-l'
Proposition 3.8 precisely yields (i) with m == k. Put vf == u~ + a~, +u~ so that
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.4(c) yield pOvf == (z)Ll> p1vf == (z)k_I' So vk EDmz.
Lemma 3.9 yields uf+1 C (k~2) as in (ii) for m =k. 0
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Theorem 3.12. Ow is a sub-to-category of }(w' Furthermore, the unions involved in
the compositions of Ow are oriented unions.
Proof. It suffices to show that, for (n + I)-cells a, b, E}(w with s,,(a) =: t,,(b), if
a, b E Ow, then a *"bE Ow and the second sentence of the theorem holds for
m = n + 1. Put c = a~+1 = a~+I' d = b~+1 = b~+I' Apply Corollary 3.11 to a E Ow
to obtain u~ C (m~d. By Proposition 3.8, the calculation
«««z)~ - pOU~+I) + pIU~+I) - pOc) + pIC) - pOd) + p id
= ««u~ + a~ + u~) - pOc) + pIC) - pOd) + pid
= «(u~ + a~ n a~ + u~) + pIC) - pOd) + pid
= «u~ + a~ + u~) - pOd) + pid
= «u~ + b~ + u~) - pOd) + pid
° bi I=U" + ,,+ U"
implies u~+l' C, d have oriented union. It remains to show that (2) holds for
a *n b.
P o ° I I bO n b i B (2) f bOO ° b':ut e = an nail' e = n ll' Y or a, ,note that an = p c + e, n =
pid + el, and a~ = b~ = pIC n pOd + (pOd)n eO + (pIC) n el + eO n el. The defini-
tions of pO, p I give the equations
pl(C + d) = pid + (pIC) n el = pl(C + d),
pO(c + d) = pOc + (pId) n eO = pO(c + d) .
pIcnpOd (pod)neo
(pIC) n el eO n el
bo In= an
c
Hence b~=pl(c+d)+eone\ a~=po(c+d)+eOnel. So a*nb satisfies
(2). 0
Lemma 3.13. Suppose U C (TIl ~2)' S C (TIl~ I) are well formed with pOU C Sand
S =a~ for some a E Ow' If x « w <l y in S with x, Y E pOU, then wE pOU.
Proof. First consider the case where U has a single element u; so pOU =: (u) ~ C
S. Take x « w <l y in S where x = ua" y = uas with r, s both even. It can be
assumed that wa; = yaj with i even and j odd. If s ~ j, then wa; = yaj = ud, Jj =
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UBj+ 1a. and, since S is well formed, W= uaj+ 1E (u) ~. So suppose j < s. If r < s,
then ua.Br = uBro._I; so Y <1 x, and Lemma 3.2(a) gives x = W == y; so WE (u)~n'
So suppose s s: r. Then un' Up ... , U._ 1Ex n y. So un' up . . . , u._1E w since
x <1 w <1 y. In particular, uj E w which, together with wai = ua.oj , implies Wi = uj
and w == us, E ( u )~ .
Now consider the case of a general U. Take x <1 w <1 y in S with x, y E poU and
assume w ¢ poU. Appeal now to Lemma 3.6 to obtain a listing of the elements of
U. As each (u) ~ is replaced by (u) ~ in S,one cannot have both x I y in the same
(u) ~ by the first part of the proof. So it suffices to consider the situation where x
is next to be removed and the situation where y is next to be removed.
In the first case one has x = UBi E (u) ~n C S with i even and it can be supposed
that xa,. = wB. with r even and s odd. If r < i, then was = xs, = uoior =:: UOrOi _1
which, since S is well formed, implies w == uBI' E (u)~, a contradiction. So i:5 r
and wa.=Xa,.=UBiar=Uar+lai which means uar+l<lw<1y in (S-(u)~)+(u) ~. So the situation is maintained with U having one fewer element.
Similarly in the second case one has y := us, E (u) ~ C S with i even and it can
be supposed that wa,. = yo. with r even and s odd. If i s: s, then wa,. == ua.+1ai
which, since S is well formed, implies w = Lia. + 1 E (u) ~,' a contradiction. So s < i
and war = uaA_I which means x <1 w:t us, in (S - (u)~n) + (u) ~"
Since U is finite, the result follows. 0
Corollary 3.14. If a E (l)w is an n-cell and u E a~ == a~ yet a '1= (u), then there exists
r E [n -1] with a = b *,. c for some b, c E Ow which are not r-cells,
Proof (Excision of extremals). Let r be the largest element of [n -1] such that
a~+1 '1= (U)~+I for p =0 or 1; this exists since a'F (u). Property (2) and Proposi-
tion 3.1 give a;+1 = (U);+I + a~+1 n a~+1 for q =0 and 1. So a~+1 na;+1 'FO. So
choose w E a~+1 n a;+I' Let x, y E a~+1 be minimal, maximal with respect to <!
such that x <l w <l y. By Lemma 3.13 either x or y is not in (u) ~+1' So either x or
o 1 h . .., I ( )lC 10 C 1 dY is in a 1 n a I' Furt ermore, smce x IS nummai, X I' P ar+1 ar ; an ,
,.+ r+ 0 0 °
since y is maximal, (y) I' C P ar+1 Cal"
In the case where x E a~+1 n a;+I' the following equations define b, c E Ow with
a == b *1' C (Corollaries 3.10 and 3.11):
for m > r+ 1,
C~+l = C~+I = {x} , b;+1 = a;+1 - {x} ,
c; == a; , c~ == (a; - (x)~) + (x)~ =:: b; ,
cq = b': == a q for m < r .
m m m
o °b,. == a, ,
In the case where y E a~+1 n a;+I' the following equations define b, c E Ow with
a r- b «;«:
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c~ = a~, b~::: 0 for m > r + 1,
C;+l = a;+l - {y}, b~+l = b~+l = {y},
c~ = a~ , c~ = (a~ - <y)~) + <y) ~ =b~ ,
c~ = b~ = a~ for m < r.
bo 0r = ar ,
o
Theorem 3.15. Every cell of Ow is an iterated composite of cells of the form <z).
Hence Ow is the smallest sub-co-category of j{w which contains all <z).
Proof. Iterate Corollary 3.14 0
4. Orientals: their freedom
For an w-category A, let IAI II denote the n-category whose elements are the
n-cells in A and whose compositions are the compositions *m of A for m < n.
An eo-category A is freely generated by a subset G of A when, for all
w-categories X, for all nEw, for all n-functors f: IAI II ~ X, and for all functions
g:GnIAln+l~X such that sng=fsn, tllg=ftn' there exists a unique
(n +Lj-functor h: IAln+l~ X whose restriction to lAin is f and whose restriction
to G n IAI II+l is g.
G n lAin+! g X"_T
n ....-
-
h
---IAln:l
Sn In
'.Ij'.
IAI II ) Xf
Theorem 4.1. Ow is freely generated by the set of elements of the form <z ) where z
is a finite subset of w.
Proof. Since lOw 11 is the free category on the graph (~)::; w (as pointed out in
Section 2), the universal property holds for n = O. More generally, for any nEw,
suppose f: IOwln~ X is an n-functor and g: (n~2)~X is a function such thatf, g
determine an arrow of graphs
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g
f
C:J-------:::...------+)o X
()j
1(ltln+l
,·11,·
I I ------------~)o XOw n
It is required to define an (n + 1)-functor h: I(Jwin+1~ X which extends both f
and g. By Theorem 3.15, if such an h exists, it is unique.
Let a be an (n + I)-cell in Ow' Define h(a) E Xby induction on the number k of
elements in a~+1 = a~+I' When k == 0, define h(a) = f(a) since then a is an n-cell.
Suppose k == 1. Then a~ + 1 = {u} for some u E: ( n ~ 2)' Then there exist unique
n-cells d, e in (Jw such that a==d*,I_l (u)*n_le and e~=e~={vEa~n
a~ Iv <l us, in a~ for some even i}. Define h(a) == fed) *n-l g(u) *n-l fee) in X.
Suppose k > 1. Let u be the <i -minimal element of a~+1 which (to be specific)
is first in the lexicographic order on (n~2)Cwn+2. Then a v b v;« for unique
(n + I)-cells b, c in Ow such that C;'+l == C~+l == {u}. Define h(a) == h(b) *n h(c) in
X.
That h preserves the composition *n follows inductively from the fact that the
compositions of (Jw are oriented unions (Theorem 3.12). 0
Corollary 4.2. On is freely generated by the set of elements of the form (z) where
zC[n]. 0
S. The nerve of an w-category
Recall that the O-cells of (In can be identified with elements of [n]. For each
order-preserving function (:[n]~[m], there is a unique n-functor (J,:(Jn~(Jm
which is given by ( on O-cells. Explicitly, for a E:On'
(J,(a)~ == {y E:(}:]1) 13xE a~ with y== (x} ;
this follows from Corollary 4.2. Clearly this defines a functor
(J :..:1~ w-Cat
which takes (: [n]~ [m] to 0,: 0"~ Om'
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The nerve A of an w -category A is the simplicial set
(J w-Cat(-, A)
.1 0 P~ w-CatOP ) Set.
An element of .:iA of dimension n is an n-functor On~ A. Nerve is functorial in
A using composition: this gives the nerve functor
.1-: w-Cat~[L1 op, Set]
which has a left adjoint
whose value at a simplicial set X is given by the coend formula
[til
rI>X = Jz, x On .
Yoneda's lemma provides an isomorphism rI>.:i[n] ~ Oil'
Let Li [n] denote the subsimplicial set of L1[n] whose elements of dimension m
are the non-epic arrows [m]~ [n] in .1.
Proof. Each non-invertible monic J.L: [m]~ [n] in .:i induces a simplicial map
L1[m)~ Li[n). These simplicial maps form a colimit cone. Since ep is a left adjoint,
it preserves colimits. So the w-functors Om~ epLi[n) form a colimit cone through
which the cone 0/-L: Om ---), Oil factors. The result follows. D
A simplicial set X is called n-coskeletal when, for all k> n and all
xo, Xl' ... ,xk E X k- 1 satisfying xjai =xia j _ l for i <i, there exists a unique
y E X, with Xi = yai for all i E [k). In other words, each simplicial map
X:Li [k]---), X for k > n has a unique extension y :LI.[k)~ X.
Theorem 5.2. The nerve of an n-category is (n + l)-coskeletal.
Proof. Suppose k> n + 1 and A is an n-category. A simplicial map x: Li[k)---), L1A
amounts to an w-functor x': \Oklk-l~ A by Lemma 5.1. Then X'Sk_l([k]),
X'tk - 1 ([k]) are (k -l)-cells in A with the same (k - 2)-source and target. Every
element of A is an n-cell and k-l>n, so X'Sk-l([k»=x/tk_I([k]). By
Corollary 4.2 there is a unique extension y': Ok ---), A of x' whose value at ([k]) is
x'sll([k]). This gives the unique extension y:.:i[k)---),L1A of x as required. 0
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A simplicial set with hollowness is a simplicial set X with certain elements
distinguished and called hollow satisfying the following conditions:
- there are no hollow elements of dimension 0;
- hollow elements of dimension 1 are degenerate;
- all degenerate elements are hollow.
Let Ssh denote the category whose objects are simplicial sets with hollowness and
whose arrows are hollowness-preserving simplicial maps.
For an w -category A, an w -functor x: On --7 A is called hollow when x ([n]) is
an (n -1)-cell in A. In this way, the nerve .1A becomes an object NA of Ssh,
and, the nerve functor lifts to a functor N: «i-Cat-e Ssh, To construct the left
adjoint for N, it is helpful to consider the category h.1 which contains d as a full
subcategory and, for each n > 1, contains an extra object hll with extra arrows
[n -1]
~
U~_l
such that u; e = ui • Then Ssh is equivalent to the full subcategory of [(hiltP, Set]
consisting of those functors X: (h.1tP--7Set for which each X B : Xh; --7X[n] is
monic.
Let O'~ be the coequalizer in w-Cat of the two w-functors 2w --7 On correspond-
ing to <[n]) , s,,-1 <[n]) E On' An w -functor 0 ~ --7 A amounts precisely to a hollow
«i-functor O',,--7A. It is now possible to define a functor hO':h.14w-Cat such
that the diagram
hO
commutes and hO takes e: [n] --7 h; to the quotient w-functor On --7 O~.
Let 1/1": [(h.1)OP, Set] -'» w-Cat denote the left Kan extension of hO: h.1--7 w-Cat
along the Yoneda embedding h.1--7 [(h.1)OP, Set]; the formula is:
IUE h ll.'/t'X= Xu x (hO)u.
The composite of 1/1" with the fully faithful Ssh-'» [(h.1tP, Set] gives the left
adjoint 1/1': Ssh --7 w-Cat for N.
Let w-Cath denote the full subcategory of w-Cat consisting of those w-
categories A for which every element is a cell. Note that Ow, O~ are in w-Cath and
so cP, 1/1' land in «r-Cath.
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For a simplicial set X, define Cell(X) to be the union, modulo x = XlTo, of the
sets
One has Cell(.1A);;;; A in Set for all A E w-Cath. It follows that .1-: w-
Cath~ [.1oP, Set], and hence N: w-Cath - Ssh, is conservative (reflects isomor-
phisms).
In fact, I believe N: w -Cath - Ssh to be fully faithful and I would now like to
discuss my conjecture on characterizing the (replete) image of N.
To motivate this conjecture we must look at the nth cocycle condition which we
can now write as an equation
X(Sn(O 1. .. n + 1»)= x(tn(O 1... n + 1»)
involving an w-functor x: 0n+1- A. Excision of extremals (Corollary 3.14) gives
a method for decomposing the n-source and n-target of (0 1 ... n + 1) into
composites of cells of the form (z). The result of this for n = 0, 1,2, 3, 4 is given
below using the convention of Roberts to omit brackets when the natural order of
evaluation of the compositions *0' *1> *2' ... is intended.
so(01) = (0), (0(01) = (1) ,
S1 (012) = (02), t1 (012) = (12)*0(01) ,
82 (0123) = (23)*0(012)*1(023), t2 (0123 ) = (123)*0(01)*1(013),
S3 (01234) = (234)*0(12)*0 (01)*1 (0124)*2 (34)*0(23 )*0(012)*1 (0234) ,
t3 (01234 ) = (1234)*0(01)*1(014)*2(34)*0(123)*0(01)*1(0134)*0(34)
*0(0123) *1(034) ,
s4(012345) = (2345)*0(12)*0(01)*1(125)*0(01)*1(015)*2(45)*0(234)*0(12)
*0(01)*1(1245)*0(01)*1(015)*2(45)*0(234)*0(12)*0(01)
*1(45)*0(124)*0(01)*1(0145)*2(45)*0(01234)*1(045)*3(2345)
*0(12)*0(01)*1(125)*0(01)*1(015)*2(45)*0(234)*0(12)*0(01)
*1(01245)*2(45)*0(34)*0(23)*0(012)*1(45)*0(0234)*1(045)
*3(345)*0(23)*0(12)*0(01)*1(235)*0(12)*0(01)*1(0125)
*2(45)*0(34)*0(23)*0(012)*1 (02345) ,
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t4 (012345) = (12345) *0 (01)*1 (015)*2 (45) *0 (34)*0 (123 )*0 (01 )*1 (45 )*0 (134)
*0(01)*1(0145)*2(45)*0(34)*0(123)*0(01)*1(45)*0(0134)*1(045)
*2(45)*0(34)*0(0123)*1(45)*0(034)*1(045)*3(345)*0(23)
*0(12)*0(01)*1(1235)*0(01)*1(015)*2(45)*0(34)*0(123)*0(01)
*1(01345)*2(45)*0(34)*0(0123)*1(45)*0(034)*1(045)*3(345)
*0(23)*0(12)*0(01)*1(01235)*2(45)*0(34)*0(23)*0(012)
*1 (45)*0(34)*0(023)*1 (0345) .
Work of Roberts, Brown-Higgins, and myself has led us to expect that
simplicial sets X with hollowness should be isomorphic to NA for some A when
they satisfy some exactness condition. The clue to finding the correct condition
(which is far less trivial here than in Brown's setting of co-groupoids where each
horn should have a unique hollow filler) is to ask the following question:
in the nth cocycle condition above which cells must in general be identities in
order to be able to say that x (0 1 ... k ... n + 1) is uniquely determined?
For example when n = 1, we look at the equation
and see that for k = 1 there is no condition since X 02 is determined by the
equation, whereas, for k = 0 we need X 01 to be a O-cell in order for the equation to
determine X 12.
The case n =4 gives enough data to make my conjecture convincing, see
Table 1.
Table 1
X(S4 (012345») = x(t 4 (012345»)
k m-cells which must become (m -I)-cells on applying x
o (01345)(01235)(0145)(0134)(0123)(015)(01)
1 (01245)(01234)(0125)(012)
2 (12345)(01235)(0123)(1235)(123)
3 (01234)(02345)(2345)(0234)(234)
4 (12345)(01345)(0345)(345)
5 (01245) (02345) (0145) (1245) (2345) (045) (45)
The most striking thing is that in the row for k the m-cellS listed all include k's
neighbours (k -1 and k + 1 unless one of these is impossible because k = 0 or 5).
Roberts made a conjecture on the basis of this. However there are other cells
which include the neighbours but are not in the list: Roberts requires far more
cells to be identified than are really necessary. It still may be that the stronger
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condition which I am going to give is a consequence of that of Roberts; indeed, I
have proved that in characterizing nerves of 2-categories the Roberts condition is
enough.
Observe that the cells (z ) listed for k have the property that k - 1, k, k + 1 are
not in the complement ,z= {rE[S]lrEz} of z and, when the elements of
'z + {k - 1, k, k + I} are written out in order, they alternate in parity.
This leads us to make the following definitions:
A finite subset U = (ua, U 1, .•• ,urn) of t» is called alternating when up U i +1
have opposite parity for i = 0,1, ... , m -1. Call uk-divided when k -1, k,
k + 1}iu and u + {k -1, k, k + I} is alternating. Call a monic f-L: [m]~ [n] in zi
a k-monic when the complement of its image is k-divided.
Recall that the k-horn Ak[n] in ..:1[n] is the sub-simplicial set of L1[n] consisting
of those a : [m]~ [n] whose image does not contain [n] - {k}. A simplicial map
L1[n]~ X amounts to an element of X; (Yoneda lemma). A simplicial map
Ak[n]~ X amounts to a k-horn in X: that is, xa, ..• , xk, ... , xn E Xn - 1
satisfying xA = Xiaj _ 1 for i < j, i # k, j # k.
Let L1k[n] be the object of Ssh whose underlying simplicial set is L1[n] and
whose non-degenerate hollow elements are the k-monics. Regard Ak[n] as in Ssh
by taking as hollow the hollow elements of L1k[n] which are in Ak[n]. (80
Ak[n]~ L1k[n] is a regular monic in Ssh.) A k-horn (X;)i ..k in X E Ssh is called
admissible when it corresponds to an arrow Ak[n]~Xin Ssh.
Conjecture 5.3. An object X of Ssh is isomorphic to NA for some A E w-Cath if
and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) for each admissible k-horn (X;)i ..k there exists a unique hollow x with
xs, = Xi for all i =F k; and,
(2) if x and (Xai)i..k: are hollow, then so is xak.
Note that (1) just says that X is orthogonal to (is a sheaf for) the inclusion
Ak[n]~ L1k[n]; that is
Also, (2) says that X is orthogonal to the identity map L1[n]~ L1[n] with two
different hollowness structures of ..:1[n]. The result would therefore carryover to
w-categories and simplicial objects in any finitely complete category.
What techniques are available to prove the conjecture? We already have an
adjunction
+----
w-Cath.L Ssh
N
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and so 'all' we need to prove is that the unit X --7' N1JI'X is invertible when X
satisfies (1) and (2). The description of 1Jt as a coend does not seem very helpful
in achieving this. The underlying set of PX must be isomorphic to Cell(X) as
given above, but the asymmetry in the definition of Cell(X) makes it hard to work
with. For example, 2-cells
a
can be identified with
in Cell(..1A), but they can also be identified with
In order to characterize the image of 2-Cat under N, I made use of a shift
operation X --7' Cell(X) which amounts to
v v
For higher dimensions there is an analogous shift operation which is defined by
Roberts [9].
In previous work on characterizing nerves, Roberts and I were working without
an explicit description of nerve. Roberts' approach was to use the characterization
to construct it. Since we do now have the nerve functor N: w -Cath --7' Ssh, it
seems possible to make use of this in the characterization. I propose the following
approach.
Recall the w-category 2w from Section 1 representing the underlying functor
w-Cat--7'Set. For each n there is also the n-category 2" representing n-Cat-» Set.
Since we believe N to be fully faithful, we should have isomorphisms of sets
A;; w-Cat(2w ' A) ;; Ssh(N2w ' NA) .
Thus, a more symmetric definition of Cell(X) is
Cell(X) ;; Ssh(N2 w ' X)
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for XESsh. For X satisfying Conjecture 5.3(1), (2), it remains to produce
compositions on Cell(X) making it an w-category with NCell(X) 9i X.
Let Un' Tn: 2n ---,)' 2", denote the w-functors corresponding to the n-cells sn(w) =
(0, n), i; (w) = (1, n) of 2",. Let tn : 2", ---,)' 2n correspond to the n-cell of 2n which is
not an (n -1)-cell. The idempotents Untn, 'Tntn induce candidates for sn' tn on
Cell(X) : moreover, Cell, (X) = Ssh(N2 n , X) is the set of n-cells. By virtue of its
representing ce-Cat-e Set, 2", is a co-w-category in «r-Cat; the underlying co-
category for the nth co-composition is:
It must be shown that, for X satisfying Conjecture 5.3(1) and (2), the functor
Ssh(N-, X) takes the above co-category to a category.
6. Bicategories and so on
Continuing in the speculative vein of the end of the last section, we offer the
following remarks on bicategories and their higher dimensional analogues.
Let A be a bicategory in the sense of Benabou (see (6]). The notion of a
homomorphism of bicategories from a 2-category into A is easily generalized to
homomorphism from an n-category into A: the a-composition is associative up to
invertible 2-cells in A which are coherent and natural in the m-cells for m > O.
The appropriate notion of nerve NbA of A is the object of Ssh whose underlying
simplicial set is ..6bA = Hom( f!J*, A), whose elements x: f!Jz---,)' A of dimension 2
are hollow when x(O 12) is invertible (not necessarily an identity). This NbA
satisfies Conjecture 5.3(1), (2) except for uniqueness in property (1). For example
where xoz, X012 are not uniquely determined by X 01' X12'
This suggests the possibility of characterizing bicategories and (normal)
homomorphisms as a full subcategory of Ssh. Even more boldly I propose objects
of Ssh satisfying (1) without "uniqueness" and (2) as an accessible definition of
weak «-categories (the infinite generalization of bicategories).
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